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Hillside High Classroom Protocol

At the end of every lesson each pupil will be issued a number awarded

on Class Charts based on their performance in the lesson by their

classroom teacher. This number indicates their attitude and behaviour

in that lesson:
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‘1 - Outstanding in lesson’: Expected

behaviour followed ‘The Hillside Way’ and

gone above and beyond [2 positive points];

‘2 - Good: Met Expectations in Lesson’:

Followed ‘The Hillside Way’ throughout the

lesson [1 positive points];

‘3 - Requires Improvement in lesson’: As

the pupil has not demonstrated one or more

aspects of ‘The Hillside Way’ – staff will

award a 3 on Class Charts, [-1 negative

point];

‘4 – Serious Cause for Concern’: If your

child has received a '4 - Serious cause for

Concern’ they may have had to be removed

from lesson due to either an incident or poor

behaviour. Your child’s teacher or

progress leader will call you at the end of

the school day to discuss why your child

was issued with a 4. [-2 negative point]; This is what your notifications will look like in 
the Parent Class Charts app.
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Emergency Buzzer Alerts

Emergency Buzzers are used by staff to call for support from a Progress

Leader or member of Senior Leadership for a specific pupil:

Emergency Buzzer – If an emergency buzzer

is issued for your child it will due to an incident

either in lesson or out of the classroom.

This will be used when a member of staff need

urgent assistance from either a Progress

Leader or member of senior leadership due to a

number of factors:

• Disruptive behaviour in lesson or on the

corridors;

• Pupil is missing from lesson;

• Or medical assistance is required.

This may result in the pupil having to be

isolated.

A member of staff will contact you at the end of

the school day (after 3pm) to discuss this

incident with you further. Please reframe from

contacting the school, we will be in contact with

you at a convenient time.

This is what your notifications will look like in 
the Parent Class Charts app.



As well as pupil receiving 1’s and 2’s in lessons for either Outstanding or good

overall behaviour and attitude to learning in lessons, pupils may also displace

some of the core Hillside Way values in lesson or around the school building.

Teachers can therefore award pupils positive rewards for other aspects of positive

behaviour or achievements.

The Hillside Way

At Hillside we look to encourage positive re-enforcement and to ‘catch pupils being

good’, following the Hillside Way. We expect pupils as a minimum to follow the 9

core Hillside ways to be a success in lessons and around the school.
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